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Cadet Compact 250

Model Overview:

Thanks to its fold-down rear transom – exclusive to ZODIAC™ – the boat takes up very little 

space once deflated and can be simply stored in the specially designed bag. 

This bag, with integrated handles, enables you to carry your boat in the simplest way 

possible – on the roof of your car or in a large boot. Setting up the boat is extremely rapid: 

simply inflate it, fit the oars and launch it!

Very light thanks to its RIMTEC (Reinforced Injection Moulding Technology) 
manufacturing process, its hull makes it comfortable and stable as well as providing 

excellent handling on the water. The large hollow interior allows a perfectly ergonomic 

seating position whilst also improving safety.

Plus Products:

Progressive-diameter buoyancy tube
Stores flat in a bag
Ease of carrying, storage and set up
Comfort on the water

Item code: 

Fabric: 

Colour: 

Floor: 



Specifications

Dimensions (m - fi)   Capacity

Length overall: 2.50 - 8’2” Passengers (ISO): 3

Inside length: 1.62 - 5’4” Max payload allowed (B) (kg - lbs): -

Width overall: 1.62 - 5’4” Max payload allowed (C) (kg - lbs): 380 - 838

Inside width: 0.70 - 2’4” Total weight (kg - lbs): 38 - 84

Tube diametre: 0.45 - 1’6” Airtight compartments: 2

Outboard data   Category

Shaft Short European directive D

Min recommended power (Hp - kW): 4 - 3 

Max recommended power (Hp - kW): 6 - 5 

Max power allowed (Hp - kW): 8 - 6 

Max speed (km/h - mph): 28 - 17 

Hull storage (m - fi)

Length: 1.76 - 5’9” Height: 0.30 - 1’0”

Width: 0.90 - 2’11” Hull angle (°): -

Folded boat dimensions (m - fi)

Length of 1st bag: - Length of 2nd bag: -

Width of 1st bag: - Width of 2nd bag: -

Height of 1st bag: - Height of 2nd bag: -

Equipments

Hull   Buoyancy tube

V-shaped Rimtec hull

Moulded non-slip deck

Marine-ply folding transom

1 Bow D-ring

3 lifting points

Fuel tank securing system

Aluminium engine mounting plate

1 bailer

 
Strongan™ fabric

Easy Push valves

Handrail

2 Swivel oarlocks

Broad rubbing strip

1 Bow handle

2 oar rests

2 stainless steel tow rings

2 carrying handles

Cone reinforcers

Standard Equipment    

Transportation cover

“Quick Release” removable thwart

Reinforced aluminium oars + oarlock with locking ring

Foot pump

Repair kit

Owner’s manual

   

 


